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Cherish Duo-Christine Rimmer 2015-05-01 Not
Quite Married - Christine Rimmer A Bravo baby
brings second chances. It was hard enough for
Clara Bravo to face gorgeous Dalton Ames after
he ended their idyllic fling. But confessing that
she was pregnant took real guts! Oh, Clara didn't
lack the fortitude to notify Dalton of his
impending fatherhood. It was turning down the
irresistible banker's proposal — just for their
baby's sake — that she found difficult. Dalton
pushed Clara away because he couldn't risk his
heart again after his recent divorce — not
because he didn't feel anything for the brunette
beauty! When he discovered her pregnancy,
Dalton was determined to create the pictureperfect home with the one woman he could never
forget. Now, if only he could convince Clara that
their family was forever... A Match Made in
Montana - Joanna Sims You are cordially invited
to the big sky romance of Josephine Brand and
Logan Wolf At the Brand Family's Montana
Ranch! When Officer Logan Wolf pulls over
Josephine Brand for speeding, her stunning blue
eyes pierce him. The laid-back policeman is
instantly drawn to the intense law student. And
Jo so happens to be the maid of honour in her
sister's Montana wedding to his best friend!
There's nothing Logan wants more than to charm
the lovely brunette and redirect her passion to
him... Josephine's hurt when her commitmentphobic boyfriend, Brice, breaks up with her
before the wedding. But fate placed a sexy
temptation in front of her in the form of Logan.
He makes her laugh more than her ex ever did.
Josephine's pain begins to fade but then Brice
shows up, wanting a second chance. Can Jo trust
her heart to lead her to her own happy ending on
the range?
High Country Christmas-Joanna Sims 2015-12-01
This cowboy's in a family way! It was supposed to
be a harmless summer fling. Until a night of
passion leaves ranching student London

Home on the Ranch: A Match Made in MontanaJoanna Sims 2020-01-07 Montana for…now?
Thankful for You by Joanna Sims All Nick Brand
wants to see of Montana is a for-sale sign on his
family’s land. That’s before the Chicago lawyer
meets the ranch hand hired to help clean up the
property. Dallas Dalton can rope a steer…and
lasso her way into a bachelor’s heart. Is Nick
ready to trade his eastern view for the big sky
and a rough-and-tumble cowgirl? The Rancher
She Loved by Ann Roth Learning that she was
adopted is the biggest shock of magazine writer
Sarah Tigarden’s life. Falling for Clay Hollyer is a
close second. Years ago, her profile of the
champion bull rider called him out on his callous
behavior. Now, as Sarah searches for her birth
mother, Clay is unexpectedly by her side. As she
digs into her family history, Sarah finds herself
getting closer to Clay. And her head tells her it’s
a mistake…
A Match Made in Montana-Joanna Sims
2015-05-01 YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO
THE BIG SKY ROMANCE OF JOSEPHINE
BRAND AND LOGAN WOLF AT THE BRAND
FAMILY'S MONTANA RANCH When Officer
Logan Wolf pulls over Josephine Brand for
speeding, her stunning blue eyes pierce him. The
laid-back policeman is instantly drawn to the
intense law student. And Jo so happens to be the
maid of honor in her sister's Montana wedding to
his best friend! There's nothing Logan wants
more than to charm the lovely brunette and
redirect her passion to him… Josephine's hurt
when her commitment-phobic boyfriend, Brice,
breaks up with her before the wedding. But fate
places a sexy temptation in front of her in the
form of Logan. He makes her laugh more than
her ex ever did. Josephine's pain begins to
fade…just as Brice shows up, wanting a second
chance. Can Jo trust her heart to lead her to her
own happy ending on the range?
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Davenport with an unexpected preholiday gift.
And although wedlock wasn't in Tyler Brand's
immediate plans, the footloose rancher is ready
to step up and do the honorable thing by the
stunning woman he secretly adores. The only
obstacle is the stubborn mother-to-be. London
can't let anything stop her from returning to
Virginia at the end of the semester…not even the
irresistible father of her unborn child. How can
she tell Tyler the truth about why she can never
live happily-ever-after on his cattle ranch? But
London's about to find out how far one
determined cowboy will go to fight for her and
the future of their family.
A Match Made in Dry Creek-Janet Tronstad
2010-07-01 Twenty-five years ago, a fender
bender tore high school sweethearts Doris June
Hargrove and Curt Nelson from each other's
arms on the night they were planning to elope.
And they hadn't spoken since. Now their
widowed parents want to rematch the pair—but
how? Doris June agreed to return home and help
her mother put together Mother's Day baskets of
pansies for the women of Dry Creek. However,
she didn't agree to see or talk to Curt. It would
take much more than some pansies for her to
open her heart to Curt again. But never
underestimate the power of a matchmaking
mother.
A Match Made by Baby-Karen Rose Smith
2014-09-01 Family in Training? Only an
emergency could bring on-call pediatrician
Kaitlyn Foster to Adam Preston's house. But the
man who opens the door—with a crying infant on
his shoulder—is a world away from the globetrotting bachelor whose kisses still burn in her
memory. And he's in desperate need of her baby
expertise! Adam can't believe the Mommy Club
volunteer is the gorgeous blonde who's been
haunting his fantasies for almost a year. The
baby doc couldn't have come at a better time.
The environmental scientist is used to traveling
to remote corners of the world, not acting as
stand-in father to his two-month-old niece. But
Kaitlyn's already working her magic on both of
them. Is Adam finally ready to put down roots
with the woman who's carved a permanent place
in his heart?
Montana Country Legacy: Her Big Sky DreamsAmi Weaver 2020-09-08 A fresh start in Montana
From City Girl to Rancher’s Wife by Ami Weaver
When Josie Callahan’s life in Los Angeles falls
apart, she jumps at the chance to start over as a
private chef in Montana. More used to stilettos
and stainless steel appliances than cowboy boots
and cozy kitchens, Josie is out of her
a-match-made-in-montana

element…especially with her sexy boss, Luke
Ryder. Luke prefers horses to heartbreakers, but
a delicious happily-ever-after might be on the
menu! A Match Made in Montana by Joanna Sims
When Officer Logan Wolf pulls over Josephine
Brand for speeding, he’s struck by her irresistible
blue eyes and sad smile. Even more striking is
the news that she’s maid of honor at his best
friend’s wedding! Josephine’s ex, Brice, broke
her heart—yet she can’t deny her attraction to
Logan. But just as her pain begins to fade, Brice
shows up, wanting a second chance… Previously
published as From City Girl to Rancher’s Wife
and A Match Made in Montana
She Dreamed of a Cowboy-Joanna Sims
2021-03-01 Chasing her dream could bring her
the love of a lifetime, in Joanna Sims latest book
in The Brands of Montana miniseries! When
fantasy meets reality…Cancer survivor Skyler
Sinclair might live in New York City, but she’s
always dreamed of life on a Montana ranch. And
at least part of that fantasy was inspired by her
teenage crush on reality TV cowboy Hunter
Brand. Now that her cancer is in remission, she’s
been granted a stay on Sugar Creek Ranch—and
there’s hunky Hunter in the flesh. Only she wants
him to see her as a woman, not a pity party. But
Hunter’s had enough loss in his life, and the last
thing he needs is another responsibility. Still, the
more he gets to know the spirited Skyler, the
more he realizes that he needs her more than she
could ever need him… From Harlequin Special
Edition: Believe in love. Overcome obstacles.
Find happiness. The Brands of Montana Book 1:
A Match Made in Montana Book 2: High Country
Christmas Book 3: High Country Baby Book 4:
Meet Me at the Chapel Book 5: Thankful for You
Book 6: A Wedding to Remember Book 7:
Her Second Forever-Joanna Sims 2020-05-01 Can
this cowboy be her second act? A new love to
have and to hold? The car accident that left her
permanently injured only made Lee Macbeth
more determined to help others with disabilities.
But the charming cowboy doing a stint of
community service at her therapeutic riding
facility wants more from the self-sufficient
widow. Despite their powerful mutual attraction,
Lee can’t risk falling for Mr. Totally Wrong. Or is
Colton Brand more of a stand-up guy than he
appears?
Montana Match-Merrillee Whren 2011-12-20
Nanny to six-year-old twin girls isn't exactly the
position Brittany Gorman is looking for. But she
needs a job. And the twins' struggling single dad,
rancher Parker Watson, needs all the help he can
get. Soon Brittany is not only assisting with the
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girls, but also helping Parker make peace with
his past. It seems Brittany's finally found a place
to belong. And with two little matchmakers on
the loose, there's no telling what the future
holds. As her time on the ranch runs out, can
Brittany and Parker find the strength to face that
future—together?
Match Made in Wyoming-Patricia McLinn
2014-03-09 Wildflowers have to be strong and
resilient to bloom amid the rugged beauty of
Wyoming – and so do the women. "Melt your
heart romance" -- Old Book Barn Gazette When
fire ravages Wyoming land, fireweed is among
the first plants to return, brightening a blighted
area with the joy of its blooms. Small-town
lawyer Taylor Anne Larsen faces the challenge of
doing the same for the pain-ravaged heart and
disbelieving soul of cowboy Cal Ruskoff. Armed
with the same grace and grit as the wildflower
fireweed, Taylor also has allies - a matchmaking
friend, a Wyoming blizzard, high-octane mutual
attraction, being snowbound, and a rescue dog
who slips past Cal's defenses. Cal might give in
to passion temporarily, but from behind the wall
he's built around his past and his secrets, he's
certain Taylor is all that he can't let himself have.
And he'll use all his weapons to keep her out.
"These characters -- their dialogue, their fears,
their complex personalities -- are very real. As a
reader, I couldn't help fall under Cal's spell -- a
good, troubled, mixed-up man who forces Taylor
to confront some of her own demons, even as he
refuses to face his own ... There's a lot of subtle -and not so subtle -- humor here, the love scenes
are at once tender and sizzling, and the emotions
and fears of both characters wrap themselves
around the reader's heart and don't let go." – 5*
review Match Made in Wyoming delivers
romance, humor, and emotional impact in the
second book in the contemporary western
romance collection Wyoming Wildflowers from
award-winning and USA Today bestselling author
Patricia McLinn. Pick all the blooms in the
Wyoming Wildflowers series! Prequel – Wyoming
Wildflowers: The Beginning (Snowberry) *
Almost a Bride (Indian Paintbrush) * Match Made
in Wyoming (Fireweed) * My Heart Remembers
(Bur Marigold) -- A New World (prequel to Jack’s
Heart) Jack’s Heart (Yellow Monkeyflower) -Rodeo Nights (prequel to Where Love Lives)
Where Love Lives (Threadleaf Phacelia) A
Cowboy Wedding Making Christmas -- new! Box
Sets *Wyoming Wildflowers Trilogy Boxed Set
(Books 2-4) Wyoming Wildflowers Box Set Two: A
New World (prequel) and Jack’s Heart Wyoming
Wildflowers Box Set Three: Rodeo Nights
a-match-made-in-montana

(prequel) and Where Love Lives Reader reviews
for Patricia McLinn’s Wyoming Wildflowers
stories: "Page turner, cute, funny. Can't wait to
get the next in line" "This is a great western story
and would recommend you to read it. …I haven't
found one of her books I don't like." “Each one
was totally different, characters were unique and
totally believable!! Enjoy!!! “Amazing and
touching story.” "If you love to laugh; love to cry;
or love to laugh and cry at the same time, then
you'll definitely want to read Almost a Bride."
"Smart, stubborn and irresistible." “So enjoyable
I couldn’t put it down until I finished it.”
“Excellent book! I read it straight in one whole
day. Recommend it to anyone!” “Delightful!”
”Nothing short of heart consuming and thrilling.
I've loved every one and feel like I know the
people personally. I can't wait for the next
installment.” If you enjoy contemporary western
romances set amid the beauty of Wyoming, also
try these books by Patricia: A Place Called Home
series Lost and Found Groom At the Heart's
Command Hidden in a Heartbeat Bardville,
Wyoming series A Stranger in the Family A
Stranger to Love The Rancher Meets His Match
Historical Western Romances Widow Woman
Courting a Cowboy Romantic Suspense Ride the
River: Rodeo Knights (set partly in Knighton,
Wyoming, and includes Wyoming Wildflowers
cameos)
Match-Making in Montana-Pamela M. Kelley
2015-03-21 It's been a long, hard year, but single
mother Anna is finally putting the past, and her
cheating ex-husband behind her and is finally
ready to dip her toes in the dating pool again.
Her best friend, Isabella, gets the ball rolling by
placing a personal ad on her behalf and
screening the men who write and forwarding on
the few she considers worthy Things really get
interesting when Isabella's match-making goes
into high gear and she arranges for businessman
Zachary Shelton to rent the house next-door to
Anna. Isabella instantly recognized newcomer
Zachary as Anna's high school sweetheart who
promised her forever, then moved away and was
never heard from again. He's also very different
from the sensitive young man Anna remembered.
This Zach is a hardened businessman, cold and
detached and only in Beauville temporarily. The
attraction is still there for sure, but does she
even like this new Zach?
Montana Match-Fran Shaff 2001 Jake Ruskin, a
wealthy rancher, hires Chicago matchmaker
Becky Montoya to find him a wife who will give
him an heir to his fortune. Becky is so thrilled
with the windfall fee Jake has promised that she
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flies to Montana to handle his account
personally.When she meets the vigorous client,
she s sure finding him a mate will be the easiest
thing she s ever done.However, Jake s elderly
male housekeeper, Sam Bunker, has another
match in mind. He notices the attraction between
Jake and Becky right away, even if they can t see
it for themselves. The nosy old gentleman can t
resist doing a little matchmaking of his own.But
Becky is very good at her job, and she s sworn
herself off limits to marriage. The only problem is
she is definitely attracted to Jake and doesn t
know whether she can resist her handsome
client...or if he can resist her.
A Match Made-Patrick Ray Garberick 2003 When
you boil down its murder, abuse, heartbreak, and
desire, A Match Made is revealed to be a love
story.
A Match Made in Texas-Ginger Chambers 1996
A Match Made in Heaven-Katherine Granger
1988
A Match Made in Texas-Tina Leonard 1999 A
Match Made In Texas by Tina Leonard released
on Aug 25, 1999 is available now for purchase.
Contributions to the Historical Society of
Montana- 1900 Transactions, Act of
Incorporation, Constitution, Ordinances, Officers
and members.
Meet Me at the Chapel-Joanna Sims 2016-09-01
One Magical Montana Summer Circumstances
took Casey Brand's vacation plans with her sister
and new niece on a slight detour. Now she's
staying in Brock McCallister's garage apartment
in exchange for her help with his daughter with
autism. But she still has horses to ride, sunsets to
savor and a handsome man to admire…who is
proving more friendly than expected. Getting
divorced and dealing with custody issues has
pretty much beaten Brock down. Yet how can he
stay in a foul mood with Casey's optimistic
outlook right next door? Because of her, his
daughter is communicating better, his home
shining brighter. She's even brought life back to
the ranch's old chapel. But is she ready to
perform the same dramatic transformation with
his tattered heart?
Six Months in Montana-Pamela M. Kelley
2013-11-20 Molly Bishop loves living in
Manhattan and managing a boutique luxury
hotel. She's about to be promoted to her dream
job of General Manager, the role she's been
striving for her entire career. There's only one
thing standing in her way. The will of her
childhood friend, Christian Ford's grandfather.
She hasn't even seen Christian in over ten years,
but a recent run-in with his grandfather during a
a-match-made-in-montana

rare visit home, resulted in a new condition to
the will. Christian will only inherit the ranch he's
been running and the real estate development
business that he has expanded, if he marries
Molly and stays married for at least six months.
Montana Code Annotated-Montana 2012
Montana Magic-Rene Garrod 1991
Land of My Heart-Tracie Peterson 2004-02-01
Many were drawn to the Big Sky land of 1860s
Montana, but the life awaiting them was difficult
and dangerous.
Montana Code Annotated- 2008
Conquering King's Heart / Montana Mistress:
Conquering King's Heart (Kings of California,
Book 4) / Montana Mistress (Mills & Boon
Desire)-Maureen Child 2010-06-01 Be swept
away by passion... with intense drama and
compelling plots, these emotionally powerful
reads will keep you captivated from beginning to
end. Conquering King’s Heart Maureen Child
A Match Made In Vegas-Debra Salonen
2018-10-03 Four sisters named after royalty, with
dowries fit for a queen. Their Gypsy fortuneteller
mother predicted each would marry a prince…of
sorts. Dear Santa: #1 wish? A child of my own.
P.S.: Heartbreaker single dad from Christmas
past need not apply—even if he does have an
adorable son. After then-cop Mark Gaylord--her
less than honorable prince charming--left her at
the altar, Alexandra—Alexa—Parlier poured her
hopes, dreams, and trust fund into creating the
Dancing Hippo Day Care. Now, Mark’s back.
With his traumatized young son. Both need her
help. How can she say no when it’s almost
Christmas…and her heart hasn’t forgotten how
much she loved him? Dear Santa: #1 wish? See
my son smile again. #2 wish? Find a way to
redeem myself in the eyes of the woman I never
stopped loving. Mark isn’t expecting a miracle.
He screwed up nearly everything good in his life
when he broke Alexa’s heart, but none of that is
Braden’s fault. The poor kid has been through
hell, thanks to his late mother. Mark needs help
and there’s no one he’d trust more with his son
than the woman he should have married. A
MATCH MADE IN VEGAS is Book 4 in the
Betting On Love series. If you're a fan of romance
with a side of suspense, you'll love this actionpacked story that introduces you to the kind of
family Debra Salonen—past winner of Romantic
Times Reviewer's Career Achievement "Series
Storyteller of the Year" award --is known for.
“Debra Salonen captures reader attention with
multifaceted characters, layered conflict and fast
pacing.”—Pamela Cohen, Romantic Times Buy A
MATCH MADE IN VEGAS -- the perfect, second4/7
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chance-at-love holiday romance between two
memorable characters who will do anything for
the sake of a great kid. Enjoy Christmas in Las
Vegas, but remember: when your heart's on the
line, there’s no such thing as a safe bet.
Montana Wild Life- 1930
Montana Vet-Ann Roth 2015-01-01 WHAT SHE
NEEDS Emily Miles already has plenty on her
plate. She has to care for the dogs she rescues,
find staff and volunteers for her shelter, not to
mention raise money to keep The Wagging Tail
going. So when the new, desperately needed
part-time vet starts stirring up her insides, Emily
tells herself it's just gratitude she's feeling. She
can't jeopardize the shelter by getting involved
with Seth Pettit. Seth has his own plateful: a
teenage ward who hates him, an estranged
family he's trying to mend fences with and a
living to make in small-town Montana. Tough but
delicate Emily needs a full-time partner, and that
just can't be him. Not as a vet or a man. So why
does he want to be both?
High Country Baby-Joanna Sims 2016-06-01 All
Taylor Brand wanted was a baby of her own But
at nearly forty and recently divorced, embarking
on a "solo" trek on the Continental Divide Trail,
her time was tight and her options slim. Maybe
the curt cowboy who'd been charged with
watching out for her was her best shot. After all,
Clint McAllister was shadowing her on a highcountry horseback trip for the money. Would he
be up for being hired for something else? Classy
ladies like Taylor didn't normally give a rough
rodeo-rider like him a second glance…much less
ask him to father a baby. And while Clint didn't
need an excuse to take Taylor to bed, he did
wonder if this plan was perhaps the wisest. Who
knew what would happen once he got to taste the
forbidden?
Montana 1948-Larry Watson 2010-08-01 The
tragic tale of a Montana family ripped apart by
scandal and murder: “a significant and elegant
addition to the fiction of the American West”
(Washington Post). In the summer of 1948,
twelve-year-old David Hayden witnessed and
experienced a series of cataclysmic events that
would forever change the way he saw his family.
The Haydens had been pillars of their small
Montana town: David’s father was the town
sheriff; his uncle Frank was a war hero and
respected doctor. But the family’s solid
foundation was suddenly shattered by a
bombshell revelation. The Hayden’s Sioux
housekeeper, Marie Little Soldier, tells them that
Frank has been sexually assaulting his female
Indian patients for years—and that she herself
a-match-made-in-montana

was his latest victim. As the tragic fallout
unravels around David, he learns that truth is not
what one believes it to be, that power is abused,
and that sometimes one has to choose between
loyalty and justice. Winner of the Milkweed
National Fiction Prize
A Match Made in Texas-Margaret Brownley
2017-06-06 "A great story by a wonderful
author." —DEBBIE MACOMBER, #1 New York
Times ;bestselling author for Left at the Altar
Welcome to Two-Time, Texas: Where tempers
burn hot Love runs deep And a single woman can
change the course of history. Amanda Lockwood
gets more than she bargained for when she's
elected the first female sheriff of Two-Time,
Texas. Anxious to prove herself, she sets out to
stop crime in its tracks—taking down wanted
man Rick Barrett in the process. But there's
something special about the charming outlaw.
Common sense says he must be guilty...but her
heart keeps telling her otherwise. So what's a
sheriff to do? Gather an all-female posse and ride
to save the day. Who knew A Match Made in
Texas could be such sweet, clean, madcap fun?
Two-Time, Texas Series: Left at the Altar (Book
1) A Match Made in Texas (Book 2) Praise for
Margaret Brownley: "Delightful,
humorous...packed with engaging characters,
loads of action, several mysteries- all enough
sizzle to satisfy her fans." —RT Book Reviews for
A Match Made in Texas "A sweet, touching love
story." —Kirkus Reviews for Left at the Altar
"Lively and warm. A welcome addition to a
sparse yet popular subgenre." —Booklist for Left
at the Altar
Santa In Montana-Janet Dailey 2010-10-01 A
Calder Christmas Montana winters are harsh, but
bad weather won’t get in the way of the Calders’
Christmas reunion. Patriarch Chase Calder is
determined to make this holiday the happiest
yet—especially for his daughter, Cat. And Chase
knows the best gifts aren’t always done up in
paper and ribbon . . . It’s high time for widowed
Cat to have a man in her life again, whether
she’ll admit it or not. But Chase has more than
one ace up his sleeve—he’s been thinking long
and hard, and this secret Santa will bring joy to
the whole clan. As the magical season begins
with a glorious snowfall, the Calders share a host
of surprises—including a mystery solved, a
special visitor, and the greatest gift of all: love,
the forever kind. Praise for Janet Dailey and her
Christmas novels “The spirit of Christmas
permeates this charming holiday romance.” —RT
Book Reviews on MERRY CHRISTMAS COWBOY
“In what has become a delightful annual
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tradition, Dailey creates a lovely Christmas
romance.” —RT Book Reviews on A COWBOY
UNDER MY CHRISTMAS TREE “A definite
stocking stuffer.”—Library Journal “A surefire
winner.”—Publishers Weekly
Montana Outdoors- 1986
His Montana Homecoming-Jenna Mindel
2014-11-01 Snowbound with a millionaire Faith
Shaw can't wait for another hometown
Thanksgiving with the good people of Jasper
Gulch. Turkey, mashed potatoes, apple pie—and
this year's centennial celebration. Yet there's one
person who isn't happy to be there: Dale Massey,
the Shaw family's reluctant houseguest. When a
winter storm strands the big-city millionaire in
Montana, he is far from pleased. But the mayor's
daughter suspects Dale's all-business attitude is
masking a deeper hurt. Faith can't help but feel
he was sent to Jasper Gulch for a reason. Can an
old-fashioned girl and some holiday tradition help
bring his weary heart home? BIG SKY
CENTENNIAL: A small town rich in history…and
love
A Match Made Under the Mistletoe-Diana Palmer
2017-10-01 Join New York Times bestselling
authors Diana Palmer and Christine Rimmer as
they spin fan-favorite tales of happily-ever-after
under the mistletoe. If Winter Comes by Diana
Palmer Charismatic mayor Bryan Moreland has
already won the devotion of his constituents.
He’s well on his way to charming reporter Carla
Maxwell until corruption allegations swirl. Is the
popular politician really a criminal? As a
reporter, Carla wants to get to the bottom of the
story, but as a woman, she wants nothing more
than to lose herself in sexy Mayor Moreland’s
arms. Or does he have her exactly where he
wants her for some other reason entirely? Ms.
Bravo and the Boss by Christine Rimmer Elise
Bravo needs a job, desperately. And soldier
turned thriller writer Jed Walsh burned through
assistants like hellfire through brimstone. Enter
Elise, crack assistant, master plotter and perfect
for the live-in job in every way but one…her
instant attraction to her new boss! Although Jed
has sworn he will never get “involved” with an
employee, all it takes is a day or two with the
perfectly professional Bravo beauty to realize
that his interest in Elise breaks all the rules. He
has to make her his, no matter what it takes!
A Bride for Liam Brand-Joanna Sims 2018-02-01
Liam Brand is done with waiting. The time has
come to finally claim his bride! Single mom Kate
King is juggling a daughter with a disability, a
bustling horse ranch and a disappointing ex.
Finding room for romance is more than
a-match-made-in-montana

challenging. But Liam has loved Kate for
decades, and it’s time to make his move. Getting
to the altar, however, proves to be the easiest
part of his plan. Convincing their families is
another matter entirely.
The Telegraph Proposal-Becca Whitham
2019-11-01 A Montana Brides Inspirational
Romance Book 3 In the rough and rugged
Montana Territory, the journey to true love is
filled with unexpected twists—and sweet
rewards—for daring frontier women who
faithfully believe every heart has a home . . . With
the help of the Archer Matrimonial Company,
Yancey Palmer has finally put Hale Adams, the
man she’s loved for ten years—sometimes not
wisely or well—behind her. Yancey is so sure of
her love for the man the agency matched her
with, she readily promises a friend that she’ll
help Hale with his mayoral campaign without
chasing him. Hale has also engaged the services
of the matrimonial agency. He’s so pleased with
one lady, he requests that she join him in Helena
to commence a sixty-day courtship. But instead,
the Archer ladies arrive in town to reveal the
true identities of both Hale’s and Yancey’s
matches: each other. Can they look past their
misunderstandings and hurt to see that they are
still a perfect match?
Max Factor-Fred E. Basten 2011-09-01 Nice
women never wore makeup. Even the word was
taboo in polite society—until Max Factor entered
the scene. Born in Poland in 1877, Factor worked
as a beautician for the Russian royal family, the
Romanovs. In 1904, he fled to America, where he
opened a cosmetics store in Los Angeles.
Creating makeup originally for silent films, then
the talkies, and, ultimately, color motion
pictures, Factor designed looks for Katharine
Hepburn, Rita Hayworth, Bette Davis, and
countless other beauties of the day. Soon women
everywhere wanted to look like their favorite
glamorous stars, and Factor was there to help,
bringing his innovative cosmetics to the general
public. He revolutionized the world of beauty by
producing many firsts: false eyelashes, lip gloss,
foundation, eye shadow, the eyebrow pencil,
concealer, wand-applicator mascara, and waterresistant makeup. A true innovator, he also
introduced the concept of color harmony and the
celebrity-endorsed cosmetics advertising that
forms the glamorous backbone of the modern
industry. Max Factor was the father of modern
makeup. This is his extraordinary story.
Montana- 1998
In Service of Love-Laurel Greer 2020-09-01
Could a dog help heal them both? A service dog
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in training knows just what they need!
Veterinarian Maggie Reid is focused on training
service dogs and has no time for romance. Yet
Asher Matsuda sends her guarded heart into a
tailspin. The widowed single dad has vowed to
put his grieving daughter first. He can’t be

a-match-made-in-montana

falling for a beautiful workaholic who hides
behind her career. But every dog has its day and
this stubborn duo is no different…if only they’ll
take a chance on love!
A Match Made In Montana
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